Replication Project Support Structure

Two Levels of Support

**Capacity Building:**
Designed for organizations who have selected a practice from the MCH Innovations Database to implement but need additional support to get the practice up and running. Support for projects in this category will focus on helping you develop and/or strengthen your organization’s capacity and partnerships needed to replicate the practice you selected. Awards for this level of support go up to $15,000.

**Implementation:**
Designed for organizations who have selected a practice from the MCH Innovations Database and have demonstrated the capacity and partnerships to successfully begin implementing the practice. Support for projects in this category will focus on helping you adapt the practice to your setting, conduct small tests of change to determine which changes are effective/ineffective, as well as improve sustainability. Awards for this level of support go up to $25,000.

What You Will Gain from This Opportunity:

- Monthly check-ins with your peer coach from the practice you are replicating to receive tailored implementation support
- Group webinars where you will learn about effective implementation practices, while also sharing about and hearing from other awardees about their projects
- Access to implementation focused tools, resources, and content to support your project
- Monthly check-ins with your AMCHP coach to discuss your project progress, troubleshoot challenges, and apply relevant tools to your work

Contact us at evidence@amchp.org if you have any questions